


Imagine Austin draft plan
Corrections to be incorporated after 1st reading

Improvements to readability/usability

Change font

Re-arrange best practices included in chapter 4

Improve graphic quality of legends

Improve graphic quality of map shown on Dove Springs spread (p.82-83)

Introduce icons for Vision themes

Re-arrange sidebars included in priority programs

Include horizontal lines in table of building blocks and plan elements (p.87)

Replace grey boxes with photos

* Shift introduction to Action Matrix to its own page

Corrections

Appendix D: reflect PC's changes to Centers in Environmentally Sensitive Areas; include entry for neighborhood 

center at Lamar & Rundberg

Growth concept map series: reflect changes to Centers in Environmentally Sensitive Areas in maps 4.1 - 4.4

Open space corrections 

Figure 4.6: Combined Future Land Use Map: update to include St. John/Coronado Hills FLUM

p59, last bullet: Correct "19% of Travis County residents who needed to see a doctor could not at some point 

because of cost." The figure should be 17%.

Figure 4.11 (in list of maps and figures and on p.150): change title to "Walkable Access to Parks"

* p102: 2nd paragraph, change "pages 96-98" to "pages 96-99".

* p103: Include "Activity" before "Centers and Corridors" in the title of this spread

p174, Manage water resources, related city initiatives: Change "Austin Water Utility Master Plan" to "Austin 

Water Utility strategic infrastructure plan"

*

p179, Green infrastructure program, related city initiatives: Include "Austin Climate Protection Plan"; ACPP is 

referenced in an action related to this program already.

Edits

p.41, What Does It Mean?, first bullet, third sentence: change "has been slow" to "have been slow"

p.83, "A Community Speaks," 1st bullet: Delete first colon and make "In" lower-case.

Throughout: Capitalize "Land Development Code".

p. 192, "Segregation in Austin," 3rd sentence: Include "ran" between "blacks and Hispanics" and "businesses, 

churches, and schools…"

* p.194, 1st set of bullet: words after the first should be lower case.

p200, 4th paragraph: replace "principles" with "policies."

* Added since June Comprehensive Planning & Transportation Committee meeting
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